55th Year!
Questions are an integral part of learning. They help
me realize areas of study that require clarification.
Here are more questions from BJJY members. Be
aware that sometimes the questions and/or answers
are edited to depersonalize them.
None of the question responses, opinions, or editorial content provide any legal or medical advice in
any form or manner regardless of how qualified or
experienced the author may be. Always consult a
qualified attorney in your state if you need any type
of legal advice or your physician for medical advice.
Also, the opinions expressed in any editorials are
solely those of the author and do not necessarily
represent or reflect the views of the BJJY or its
members individually or as a group.
Q: Thank you for your comments regarding my
4th kyu belt exam. As you figured out, the choke
that turned into headlock was due to languagebarrier. I understand your feedback on legmovement, blocks and the throw with details regarding stepping and sweep. I will correct this.
And yes, one technique at the waza portion was
left out by mistake! 041922
A: To me, formal tests are a measure of progress,
not a sole measurement of success. As a school
teacher, tests were only 25-30% of my total grade
formulation for my kids. Some teachers made them
worth 100% which I really disagreed with. For me
there were other ways of measuring a kid’s success
in learning; e.g. talking with them, asking oral questions, essay type questions, individual projects, etc.
”Formal testing” [such as a belt exam] is usually a
formality for me and the student. If we were in a traditional dojo situation I would usually ask you if you
wanted to take a _____ belt test and I wouldn’t ask
unless I was fairly sure you could pass it --- which
made the test a formality.
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Then again there was my sensei [Jack Seki],
who never tested anyone. He’d just come up to you
at the end of class and tell you you were promoted
to the next rank. [Very traditional.] I think American
and “westerners” or maybe the modern world likes to
have tests as they “show proof” of a certain level of
knowledge and/or competency.
Q: I have some questions/clarification about 3rd
kyu exam: 041922
Q1: As I understand it you will test for 10 out of
24-25 katas and 15 out of 24-25 wazas, and randomized wazas during random attacks during a
minute? (+ knowledge requirements).
A: Yes.
Q2: In the waza portion it is listed ”multiple attackers”, can you exercise this with one uke?
A: Good question. I’m more concerned with your limited space as a safety hazard. If your uke is a good
attacker we may get by with just one. My main concern is that your limited space may cut down on the
speed and variety of attacks plus your ability to randomly respond to those attacks without being concerned about your limited space. I’d recommend going through “freestyle” attacks & responses slowly as
part of your training so that you can develop more
confidence in your skills and your uke feels safer in

UPCOMING EVENTS
The Zoom workshops will be on Saturday,
July 9 & 23 this month, from 8-9:30AM.
If you’d like to participate please click here.
If you need help with a technique or two or have
some topics you’d like us to discuss, please let
me know.

a less static environment.
Q3: In the waza portion it is listed defense
against a football tackle, what is this tackle?
A: You rush towards your tori [defender] with your
head down and grab him around his waist with your
head towards one side or the other and push the tori
backwards with the intent of knocking him down.
Q4: In waza portion again, it is listed ”cross
choke”, what is this?
A: Any type of choke where your arms are crossed
at the forearms. Example: Your left hand grabs high
on your partner’s left lapel and your right hand grabs
high on your partner’s right lapel [if you are grabbing
him from the front]. Then change the position of your
forearms so they are parallel to each other [sort of
pushing against his throat] and pull your left hand to
your left and right hand to your right. Do NOT pull
downward to his chest as this take the pressure of
the choke away. If you’re on the ground and on top
of your attacker, just relax your body weight on top
of your forearms for a really fast and effective choke.
Q5: n the waza portion it is listed ”combination
holds and attacks”, what does it mean?
A: “Combination holds and attacks” means just that.
Example: lapel/shirt grab with one hand and hit with
the other, double lapel grab with both hands and a
head butt to the nose [not nice], front “bearhug” and
attempted kiss [women’s self-defense], grab shoulder from behind and pull around with one hand and
hit with the other [sucker punch], wrist – forearm – or
handshake grab with one hand and a hit or choke
with the other, etc.
Q6: If the 3rd kyu exam is to be done live on
Zoom, would you say it is possible to do this in
the 2nd half of May/early June or is it to soon for
me? How long in advance should I ”book” the
exam and how do I pay for it?
A: We can “book” the exam usually 1-2 weeks in advance. “When” is up to you based upon how confident you and Kevin feel. Brown belt and up exams
are usually more physically exhausting for the uke
as compared with the tori. Again, I’m looking for
smoothness in execution, not speed. However, I do
understand that as the quality of your technique and
smoothness improves, so will your speed.

NON-SEQUITOR
by Niles
I’ve been asked
[?] to provide a monthly
thought for you to ponder.
See, it looks like I’m pondering even though dogs
can’t really ponder.
Dogtail code:
Straight up: I just noticed something important
[another animal]
Straight up with wagging tip: nervous anticipation but not sure
Straight out back: pay attention. I noticed
something important
Side to side: happy
Down: relaxed
Down between legs: scared
Maybe you can ponder my thought and tell me
what you think it means. I’ll wag my tail and listen.

Q7: Last, I look forward to 3-1 kyu examinations.
I feel it is a great opportunity to ”consolidate”
my jujutsu, see that I can practice all the learned
katas etc. Also make them more smooth and effective. Very smart to have this steps before shodan witch really is a way to ”Hammer in” the basics (similar to the way you learn in military, by
repeat).
A: Your concept is basically correct here. In the martial arts it’s called “mushin” or “no mind”. It essentially means that your mind is causing your body to respond to a situation faster than you can consciously
think. Mushin occurs when you are simply walking or
if you successfully defend yourself against a hit. You
probably don’t think about how you’re going to do
either at the time and have no recollection of what
you specifically did. Yes, it is a manner of
“hammering” those skills in so that they’re an automatic reaction.
Q: I am very interesting to hear at what level you
think one (at the earliest) could or should
become an instructor? 041922
A: That’s a hard question to answer. It’s easier to
determine in a dojo environment. Some students are
just natural ”teachers” & you can see them helping

lower ranked students without any input from you as
the sensei.. I think it’s mainly an issue of desire and
developing self-confidence. If you’re successful in
keeping your uke involved then you’ve proably
made it over the biggest hump: actually teaching
someone else the art.
However, to give you a straight-up
”traditional” answer, all black belt levels in traditional
jujitsu are teaching grades. So, if you’re promoted to
shodan it means that you can teach the art and
promote your students up to one rank below your
own.
Q: I am asking because I have been thinking
about starting my own non-profit dojo, but I
recognize that I (for now) is not ready to do that.
Yet, witch is my paradox, I need people to train
with to keep learning and become better in
jujutsu. (As mentioned before, there is no longer
any local jujutsu dojos). 041922
A: Any local judo, aikido, or hapkido dojo where you
could get some mat time/space & perhaps a training
partner?
Hopefully, if you can find an aikido, judo, hapkido
dojo you can trade mat time for teaching the sensei
[or volunteer student{s}] jujitsu. The worst the sensei
can say is ”no”. Some of my black belts have done
this to gain teaching experience, plus find a location
where they might possibly teach at as part of the
dojo’s instructional program. And if you’re a black
belt, you can promote them all the way upp to one
rank below your own. This might make it a win-win
situation for both of you.
Q: Thank you for well-founded thoughts! I also
feel that shodan is the best foundation before
teaching. It was a great idea to seek out other
dojos with smilliar background, it could
acctually work, since I do not need 10 people –
just 2-3 would be great. 042022
A: 2-3 is a good starting working group. It can be
more informal and thus less stressful. With 2-3,
”class” should not be more than 1hr long. If you try
to teach too much material it ”goes in one ear and
out the other” for lack of a better phrase. When I
taught high school I also was a ”master teacher” &
had student teachers from the local college teach
some of my classes. The hardest things for them to
do was to stop trying to teach as much as they could
and give the kids time to absorb and practice what

ONLY
CAN GET MY BOOKS
BACK IN PRINT
If you’d like to see my out-of-print books available
again, either digitally [online] or in print, please contact
Patrick
Sternkopf
at
psternkopf@blackbeltmarketing.com .
.
My out-of-print books are:

Jujitsu: Intermediate Techniques of the
Gentle Art Vol 2 #441
Amazon $7-68 Ebay $8-111

Jutte: Power of Ten-Hands Weapon
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Amazon $3000+ Ebay $141-183
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reasons for bringing them back into print and be sure to
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You’re the only one who can do this!
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by George Kirby
I was going to
write one of my normal
wave-the-flag patriotic epics for this month’s [July]
editorial. However, considering the state of our
country and the world I
thought I should use a
different approach.
I am one of four
children of immigrant parents. All four of us were
born in the US. Although
our parents had college educations and professions
in their home country, their emigration to the US was
a life-saver and a total life-style changer for them.
Regardless of the economic hardships and challenges they faced they always encouraged us to do our
best, as good, hard-working parents do.
We all got college educations and good professions. But they didn’t come easy. I didn’t do that
well in my public high school career and my parents
thought I’d “grow up to be a gardener.” Surprisingly I
achieved a higher academic level than my brother &
sisters and perhaps not so surprisingly, I still love
gardening.
However, as an educator and sensei I also
became a “gardener” of people. How’s that for a transition?
I don’t think any of the good things that happened to me would have been possible if I had
grown up in any other country. Yes, I had to really
work to accomplish the successes I’ve had thus far,
but that’s only because I believe I live in a land of
opportunity that doesn’t exist anywhere else on this
planet.
When I was a high-school teacher many of
my “kids” were actually immigrants from around the
globe. [There were 52 languages spoken on our
campus.] They and their parents had a drive to suc-

ceed, partially I believe, because their parents saw
the US as a land of opportunity for their children that
they would not have had in their countries of birth.
And guess what, I’ve run into many of my “kids” later
on in life and they’re doing well. They had opportunities and took advantage of them.
There are many values we want to instill in
our children. As parents, teachers, sensei, guides,
etc., we have that responsibility because
“opportunity” played a large part in who we are today. We want our “children” to do as well or better
than us.
The US has and still is the “land of opportunity” that no other country can match. Our diversity and
multicultural history is what makes this possible. No,
I’m not happy with the problems this country has or
the conflicts around the world. It’s a hard place to
live. However, I can’t think of any other place I’d rather be.
We can work to resolve our problems in our
country if we put the effort into it. We can have our
political differences and still respect each other because our ultimate goals are probably the same. If
we step back for a moment from all the posturing,
claims and counterclaims, counterproductive attitudes and abusive vocabulary, we will realize that we
all want the same things. If we can respect each other and listen to each others’ concerns we have a better chance of working together and succeeding because we, as Americans, have the opportunity to do
so. This opportunity is our strength!
We, as Americans, can do better. We have
always tried to do better. We may have scraped our
knees in the process. But we get up and continue
because the opportunity to do better and be better is
always there. And if we ALL work together the opportunities for ALL of us will be endless!
As Americans we all have more in common
than we do in terms of differences. Let those commonalities be our strength and, working together,
give us a positive sense of direction to meet and accomplish our goals and opportunities.
I am an American
We are ALL Americans
That’s the dream AND the reality!

they had learned. So if you teach just 2-3 things in
one hour and give them time to practice [with your
support and assistance] your 2-3 students will
succeed well. If you have time [which you will have]
you can always review and practice previously
learned skills. Like you said previously, ”hammer it
in.”
Q: Here is something I wanted ask you I know
you need ( that is me I need a partner ) do u allow to test with a bob dummy or bjj dummy that I
am making? In leui of a partner? I know that isn't optimal but just asking. 042422
A: As much as I’d like to say “yes”, I have to say
“no.”
Someone just recently asked a similar question. Rather than reinventing the wheel I’ll just reprint
it for you as it is a very complete answer:
A short answer to your question is that all
testing requires that you use a training partner. All
testing is relatively safe if your training partner is familiar with the techniques you’re using and doesn’t
resist. Nor should you have to [and you’re not allowed to] use excessive force to execute any technique. The “kata” portion of any belt test looks at the
quality of your execution of specific techniques. The
“waza” portion looks at your ability to respond to cer-

tain street-type attacks using traditional jujitsu techniques you have learned.
The long answer, with respect to “dummies”
is that, on the positive side you can’t injure them but
you can break them.
Seriously, traditional jujitsu is all about quick
smooth execution PLUS control of your opponent
and you can’t do that with any type of grappling dummy simply because they don’t move as a human
does [or more accurately, as joints and joint relationships move as well as other pins, chokes, or other
submissions]. As you improve your skill level with
traditional jujitsu you will rely more on your sense of
feel rather than relying on visual stimuli.
The other issue with “dummies” is that you
can’t execute a “complete” Jujitsu technique on them
which is essential for effective street self-defense.
Budoshin Jujitsu is taught with the intent of responding to street-type attacks - - - not jujitsu v jujitsu randori, which has a very high injury rate regardless of
the safety controls, which takes away from its effective use even in practice.
Note: As you progress in Budoshin Jujitsu you
should also be learning counters to various techniques, how to counter counters, and how to deal
with resistance to techniques.
A complete jujitsu technique involves 1] a

1-Year US or international BJJY membership . . . $45
2-Year US or international BJJY membership . . . $85*
5-year US or International BJJY membership . . . ONLY $150*

1 year BJJY membership + 8-dvd or mp4 Home Study Course:
. . . ONLY $119.95* +s&h for dvds [no s&h for mp4 files]
5 year US BJJY membership + 8-dvd or mp4 Home Study Course
. . . ONLY $234.95* +s&h for dvds [no s&h for mp4 files]
Click on: https://budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/
to get your membership.
*2 and 5 year BJJY memberships or either Package Deal will also
qualify you to receive over 100 streaming videos for FREE!
All membership certificates are sent to you as pdf files for you to download and print.
If you want “hard copies” of certificates mailed to you please contact me for shipping charges.

block, deflection, nerve attack, strike, etc., to neutralize and/or distract the attacker, 2] your actual
counter, which may be a strike, kick, nerve attack,
throw, takedown, etc., and 3] your submission,
which may include a joint lock, choke, strike, pin,
come-along etc. All of these have to work in a
smooth transition 1-2-3. Also [and because of this
transitioning] most jujitsuka, by the time they’re 2nd
or 1st brown belt, have their submission set up before their attacker hits the ground, so there’s no time
lapse. One part simply, smoothly, and quickly moves
into the other. I don’t know of any “dummy” that is
successful in all 3 roles.
There are other issues here. First, there are
no set sequences of kata as there are in karate.
Whatever the jujitsuka does, based upon his
knowledge, experience, and training, he does. It’s
called “mushin” [or “no mind”] which is your level of
proficiency in anything you do when you can do it
without thinking – even just walking.
Second, you’re expected to demonstrate
control over your attacker. If you can control your
technique execution you have greater control over
what happens to your attacker. Practice with a real
human being, under controlled situations, helps you
develop this skill as you’re depending on your attacker’s movement and how your technique movements feel to determine the effectiveness of what
you’re doing.
Third, if you learn techniques properly [and
also have them done on you by your training partner] you will know what they do, how they feel, and
when/what injury will occur. If you don’t learn this
skill, when you transition from a “dummy” to a human, you may be extremely apprehensive about going too far and injuring your partner, or you may be
overly cautious and thus your technique execution
will be completely ineffective. Discomfort and pain
are very valuable learning tools. Unfortunately a
“dummy” feels neither so you really don’t know how
effective you are.
“Dummies” will tolerate much more abuse
than a human body will, you can be much more aggressive with them, and you can practice on them
until they break. [This is their “advantage”.] However, you’re NOT learning how your technique execution will affect the “attacker” and that’s critically important for your survival. For if you know how much
effort to apply to technique execution to secure the
response you want, you can much more effectively

defend yourself. You’ll also know when a technique
isn’t working [it can/does happen] and that you need
to try an alternative.
Whew!
My apologies for this long response. However, based on past experience with dealing with
“dummies”, I felt you were entitled to a comprehensive response. There may be additional issues here,
but I think I’ve covered the base. A “dummy” has
some value as do other martial arts training devices,
a few of which I use in my dojo. The trick is to realize their limitations and not see them as “reality”.

Chicken & Egging
the Yin & Yang
of Power & Technique
by Scott Anderson
There is an order to things
that physics alone cannot
dictate, so if a martial art
intends to teach an individual to integrate mind
and body, spirit and effort,
then the trick is in knowing
when to focus on what
without excluding one aspect over another because synergy is stronger
than exclusion, and mutual effort is better than counter effort.
In a beginner’s aikido class I heard a
student ask when we could start learning selfdefense, and the black belt leading the class said
let’s not learn self-defense because this is an aikido
class, and self-defense quickly degenerates into jujitsu.
Not weeks, not months, but decades later, I
met a group of judokas from another country who
practice only judo kata, and heaven forbid they do
randori. One said randori—by its nature reduces judo to wrestling and grappling—surely good judo
should be practiced and not distorted by circumstances of adversity.
We ended up in a discussion about power vs.
technique. If their technique didn’t work then they
just needed more time to perfect the techniques that
together composed performing the whole technique.
Anything else would be bad judo. I countered that
strength might be a symptom or perhaps a remedy
for technique incorrectly applied. It took a good half
hour of debate, but between us, we met somewhere
in between, but their money was still on technique.
It’s popular now to explain martial arts with
mathematical formulae that can seem to blur into
magical spells, so in trying for neutral language—
let’s call a ju-jitsu technique (ogoshi) a move (in the
sense of a wrestling move). Using Russian biomechanical martial art theory this move comes with two
aspects: technical and tactical. Using over neutral
language we can say each of these aspects is how

to do the move.
Technical is a technique (move) accomplished entirely in the nuts and bolts description.
You grip here, you step there. Here’s the thing—a
lot of times when you want to apply the move, the
other guy doesn’t want you to do it to him because
he is working very hard to do something to you. Mutual cooperation recast as mutual antagonism. Technical perfection distorted by adversity.
Tactical is the technique (move: ogoshi) being set up and adapted for the particularities in the
situation and the adversary. In the beginning this is
kind of boiler plate, but over time, with experience it
becomes more algorithmic with instinctive on the fly
modifications in constantly changing situations, but
the baby steps come first.
Training Day 1, learning the move may be
entirely technical, but over time, if the move is to be
applied for more than show, tactical planning and
execution must be introduced. For example, a yellow belt may still be 95% technical, but very few
brown belts will be more than 50% technical because
the tactical aspect is increased with experience—that
is, unless you are a judoka from another country who
only practices kata. Point to consider, if all of the
shodan techniques are known to the brown belt why
isn’t the ikkyu a shodan?
The brown belt has learned the knowledge
and skills, but the shodan owns it—the system is his
(or hers) in that it is incorporated into his being.
Now, this is not a side trip into the Twilight Zone, but
an understanding of synergy and power as reflected
in physics and our biology.
If the jujitsuka lacks a spine he may not fight,
if he has no skeleton there is no fight because there
is no ju-jitsu because there is no leverage to move
his body much less his opponent’s body. If there is a
skeleton and no ligaments, and tendons, and muscles, then the skeleton can’t move because power is
required to move the jujitsuka’s body. If we are the
unhealthy child coming to ju-jitsu to fend off bullies,
we do so needing to use ju-jitsu to become healthy.
Those push-ups are not meant to be a traditional
Japanese torture, but a means for building upper
body strength to support ju-jitsu techniques.
This is not a pitch for or against weight lifting.
A beginner who is too reliant on strength to beat
weaker opponents seldom develops decent form
which means losing to stronger or more technical

opponents or even losing to weaker opponents if he
tires out too soon from his own exertion.
I think that everyone knows that tactics can
be the great equalizer to counter a stronger or better
opponent, but that is a situational decision based on
the opponent. We want strength that develops with
the jujitsuka that supports technical training and tactical execution, so that technique and tactics can amplify the jujitsuka’s apparent strength.
If a student has a set level of endurance
(both wind and strength) than he can correctly execute his move in class more times than someone
with a lesser capacity. That boosts his progression.
Being too tired, but game, might be the good old
fighting spirit, but if it leads too poor technique, then
it is negative training.
Let’s say you’re learning a foot sweep. By
definition, a sweep is an attack on an unweighted
leg. If the leg is weighted it becomes a reap. Timing
for an unweighted leg can be tricky—when it works,
it’s the banana peel and applause. When it doesn’t,
it’s time for a new move and quick because that failure can lead to being countered and thrown.
Maybe. Let’s say your timing for an unweighted leg seems always just a hair late. The
problem seems like it’s in the legs, but someone tells
you to work on your upper body, so you go the push
up and rope climbing path for a month or two. You
haven’t forgotten strength training for your legs either, but what did this accomplish?
The same scenario comes up. You sweep
his advanced foot, but it’s just made contact with the
ground, and even though all of his weight isn’t on
that leg yet, you’re stopped—wait, not this time.
First, because your upper body is stronger you are
applying paired forces (oh, a technical thing) where
your upper body can push harder on his upper body
away from the sweep. Now, your leg which always
had good technical form hits with more force because the leg is a little stronger and a little heavier
with extra muscle mass, and this combination of upper and lower body power and technique overcomes
the friction of the foot’s contact with the tatami, and
his leg rises upward like slipping on a used banana
peel. He sweeps barely and with less fanfare from
onlookers, but down he goes. Strength and mass
properly applied with leverage made the technique.
Technique and power worked synergistically.
So about that brown belt not quite being a black belt

yet-- with repetitive tasks there is a learning curve—
this means the more times that you do something
when you are just learning to do it, your brain and
body figure out how to do it more efficiently. In lower
belts this is more evident, but the learning curve
drops off sharply, meaning it takes three levels of
brown belt to sufficiently advance through the basic
material after starting with the building blocks in the
lower belts. This is not just learning ogoshi to learn
harai goshi.
This is learning to blend with an opponent,
apply a throw, and transition to some finishing hold,
or escape.
This is learning to block, so that your motion
dove tails into a counter strike and throw in a smooth
and near instantaneous rhythm that stops an attacker in his tracks or sends him on his way.
This is adjusting when your move is blocked
or you are counter attacked so that your counter motion continues your original offense and combinations of movements toward your goal: stopping an
attacker.
Gained muscle memory boosted with not just
the learning curve but the experience of more and
more situations that didn’t come off ,or nearly didn’t
come off, or actually worked like a charm builds the
algorithm in the black belt’s brain. Tactics may select the technique or the technique may dictate the
tactic, but this becomes an instinctive activity. In the
heart of this algorithm is the human body—a biomechanical system that must become a weapon system
to defend the body. Nature gave the body adrenaline for survival that boosts strength while deadening
sensations of pain and fatigue.
The martial artist strives to be balanced, and
that is why many dojos use the Yin and Yang symbol, but the dualism is not a specific pair but about
harmonizing what the mind and body can provide in
the most rational and appropriate manner. Strength
is not the opposite of technique, but it can compensate for it. This is truer in the brown belt than the
black belt. For the black belt instead of compensating one aspect for the other, these aspects augment
each other to implement the final action. If technique
is supported by power, timing, and tactics, the result
should be success. How much power is applied vs.
how little is needed is quibbling in the dojo by people
sitting on the benches. On the street, every technique may need some degree of control, but it best

be backed by all of the power necessary to come
home.
Technique is not the opposite of strength,
but it can compensate for it. Tactics can offset either, but it is not that martial art alone. The great
integrator is the human brain, but that is an entirely
different egg to crack.
Q: I totally understand that you miss a lot with a
partner but sometimes it is good with a dummy
because it is hard without a committed person.
042422
A: First, thank you for pressing the issue [no pun
intended]. It makes me think more from your perspective.
You might get some basic technique concepts down with a dummy but that’s it’s limit. As long
as you’re away that concept and application are two
distinct things. If you spend a lot of time practicing
with a dummy please be very careful when you work
with a real person. Different people react differently.
If you create too much pain [which is different from
injury] you may discourage your partner from future
training. The key is to work with your partner, doing
the technique correctly but slowly [especially joint
locks & holds] so that he has time to say “maitte”
and you get to learn how much pressure is necessary to execute a technique. Usually there will be an
injury in only one of two situations: 1] uke or street
attacker doesn’t know how to move with the technique application to prevent pain or injury - - - a.k.a.
ignorance, and 2] he chooses to resist the technique
- - - a.k.a. stupidity.
This is also why you want your training partner to learn HOW to do the techniques; so he [and
you] can learn the techniques and application from
both ends. If you both know what’s happening and
what’s supposed to happen you can work together
to avoid injuries.

Q: Do you answer and/or save all emails sent to
you? 042622
A: I use a very effective antispam program
[Spamdrain] that takes care of 99% of the spam I
receive although it occasionally “traps” a legitimate
email. Fortunately it gives me a once/day report & I
can save the occasional email [about 1-2/week] that
get erroneously trapped.

I answer most emails I receive, excluding the
few pieces of junk mail that slip through
Spamdrain’s clutches. The only emails I save are
the ones I respond to.
Q: What about Facebook, Messenger, & Twitter,
etc? 042622
A: I will only open these types of message from people I know & very rarely respond to as they’re just
mainly general information stuff sent to everyone on
their “friends, etc.” list. Messenger notifications will
only get responses if they’re directed to me and
rarely if directed to a particular group of people.
To put it in a few words, I prefer email because the conversation is “relatively” more private.
Q: If I am promoted to a black belt grade in Budoshin Jujitsu how high in rank can I promote
my students? 042622
A: In Budoshin Jujitsu you can promote students up
to one rank below your own rank. So, if you’re a
shodan you can promote up to 1st kyu brown belt. If
you’re a sandan you can promote up to nidan.
Different ryu and organizations may have
different promotional guidelines.
Q: Hope your week is going well. I've been sick
this week and just can't stand sitting here. So
I'm going over the sankyu mat test. This technique may not be testable, at least not for
sankyu, but I have been unable to find the one
arm hip throw in any of your books or videos,
and I have them all. I know what the hip throw is,
so I'm guessing it is just done by either grabbing the shoulder, around the waist or neck and
just doing it with that one arm. Sounds pretty
difficult. I am trying to put the techniques all together. I want to be able to know them all by the
Japanese terms and I want my uke to be familiar
with them as well. Most of the techniques we
have probably done already. I just want to get
more proficient with them and my uke as well to
minimize any injury. We have been correcting
each other anytime we use too many fingers on
the hand throw, to not bend over on any throw
or takedown, and closing the hands on the Juji
uke's. Those were my biggest mistakes and we
have been doing pretty good at them. Also plan
on having the test right in front of us and to execute the techniques only once and letting you

know which ones we are doing as some of
them will contain both throws/takedown with
submissions and strikes. It should make it easier to identify the moves so none are missed.
Anyway, just had a question on ippon
seoi nage. 042622
A: I sent you some links and book references by
email, but probably the best resource is the
YouTube video https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v1Q5nbekumA

Q: Ok, its like the first move I learned. Just
don't remember it being called "one arm" hip
throw. I found it in the "Big Book" and that
showed me where to find it in the "Basic JuJitsu" book. I also found the one arm drop throw
in the "Big Book." That one is number 263 in
the BB, and it actually does use one arm to do
the throw.
I should have known that with all the resources you provide, I will find it somewhere.
Thanks again . 042622
A: You’re ok.
It may have been called a koshi nage [hip
throw]. Ippon seol [seoi] nage [one arm hip throw]
is only one of many kinds of koshi nage. For new
students it is probably easier to remember it as a
koshi nage as they are, in fact, doing a hip throw –
of which there are many variations, each with its
own Japanese name.
Sometimes finding a solution is like working
your way through a maze, especially if there are
several options. Fortunately the YouTube video
was among my reference sources. Sometimes a
picture is worth a thousand words and a video is
worth a million. :)
Q: Do you make up questions so that you can
answer them in Kokoro? 042822
A: OUCH!! No. I may rephrase a question to depersonalize it and protect the author’s anonymity
or I may take a discussion I have with an email
correspondent and turn it into a Q&A because I
think the discussion is useful to others and a Q&A
format makes the issue clearer, but that’s it.
There are times when I worry that I won’t
have enough Q&As for a particular issue. However, a periodic dearth is always replaced by a flood
of inquiries.

1. Please make sure your uke is familiar with the
techniques you’re going to do.
2. Please make sure your video camera, cellphone, tablet, or laptop camera is at about waist
height.
3. Please make sure the camera can cover the entire mat area in which the techniques will be executed.
4. Please make sure your cellphone or other device is in a horizontal position BEFORE you
start recording. Otherwise your video will be
sideways and there’s no way to fix that.
5. Please do a short test video so you are sure
your cellphone or other device e is a] recording
correctly—including sound, b] is in the correct
position and c] can playback properly on a computer screen.
6. Please position yourself and your uke so that
most of the technique execution is visible [can
be seen by the device camera]. On occasion
you may also repeat the technique execution
from a different angle to make sure the entire
sequence is visible.
7. Send a copy of your video to me using Hightail
[see details below].
8. Keep the original of your video for yourself..

You can send large files, such as your belt rank
test/evaluation videos, or even videos of a technique you’re having problem with, [up to 5gb/file] to
me via my Hightail “dropbox” at https://
spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin [new link] for
FREE as part of your BJJY membership benefits.
Just click on the link above & follow the directions. Also, you do NOT have to register or sign up
with Hightail to send me these video files.

